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Abstract
We present a non-photorealistic rendering approach to capture and convey shape features of
real-world scenes. We use a camera with multiple flashes that are strategically positioned to
cast shadows along depth discontinuities in the scene. The projective-geometric relationship
of the camera-flash setup is then exploited to detect depth discontinuities and distinguish
them from intensity edges due to material discontinuities.We introduce depiction methods
that utilize the detected edge features to generate stylized static and animated images. We
can highlight the detected features, suppress unnecessary details or combine features from
multiple images. The resulting images more clearly convey the 3D structure of the imaged
scenes.We take a very different approach to capturing geometric features of a scene than
traditional approaches that require reconstructing a 3D model. This results in a method
that is both surprisingly simple and computationally efficient. The entire hardware/software
setup can conceivably be packaged into a self-contained device no larger than existing digital
cameras.
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Figure 1:(a) A photo of a car engine (b) Stylized rendering highlighting boundaries between geometric shapes. Notice the four spark plugs
and the dip-stick which are now clearly visible (c) Photo of a flower plant (d) Texture de-emphasized rendering.

Abstract
We present a non-photorealistic rendering approach to capture and
convey shape features of real-world scenes. We use a camera with
multiple flashes that are strategically positioned to cast shadows
along depth discontinuities in the scene. The projective-geometric
relationship of the camera-flash setup is then exploited to detect
depth discontinuities and distinguish them from intensity edges due
to material discontinuities.

We introduce depiction methods that utilize the detected edge
features to generate stylized static and animated images. We can
highlight the detected features, suppress unnecessary details or
combine features from multiple images. The resulting images more
clearly convey the 3D structure of the imaged scenes.

We take a very different approach to capturing geometric fea-
tures of a scene than traditional approaches that require reconstruct-
ing a 3D model. This results in a method that is both surprisingly
simple and computationally efficient. The entire hardware/software
setup can conceivably be packaged into a self-contained device no
larger than existing digital cameras.

Keywords: non-photorealistic rendering, image enhancement,
depth edges

1 Introduction

Our goal is to create stylized images that facilitate viewer com-
prehension of the shape contours of the objects depicted. Non-
photorealistic rendering (NPR) techniques aim to outline the shapes
of objects, highlight the moving parts to illustrate action, and re-
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duce visual clutter such as shadows and texture details [Gooch and
Gooch 2001]. The result is useful for imaging low contrast and
geometrically complex scenes such as mechanical parts (Figure 1),
plants or the internals of a patient (in endoscopy).

When a rich 3D model of the scene is available, rendering sub-
sets of view-dependent contours is a relatively well-understood task
in NPR [Saito and Takahashi 1990]. Extending this approach to real
scenes by first creating 3D scene models, however, remains diffi-
cult. In this paper, we show that it is possible to bypass geometry
acquisition, and directly create stylized renderings from images. In
the place of expensive, elaborate equipment for geometry acquisi-
tion, we propose using a camera with a simple extension: multiple
strategically positioned flashes. Instead of having to estimate the
full 3D coordinates of points in the scene, and then look for depth
discontinuities, our technique reduces the general 3D problem of
depth edge recovery to one of intensity step edge detection.

Exploiting the imaging geometry for rendering results in a sim-
ple and inexpensive solution for creating stylized images from real
scenes. We believe that our camera will be a useful tool for pro-
fessional artists and photographers, and we expect that it will also
enable the average user to easily create stylized imagery.

1.1 Overview

Our approach is based on taking successive photos of a scene, each
with a different light source close to and around the camera’s center
of projection. We use the location of the shadows abutting depth
discontinuities as a robust cue to create a depth edge map in both
static and dynamic scenes.

Contributions Our main contribution is a set of techniques for
detecting and rendering shape contours of scenes with low-contrast
or high geometric complexity. Our technical contributions include
the following.

• A robust edge classification scheme to distinguish depth edges
from texture edges

• A collection of rendering and reconstruction techniques for
creating images highlighting shape boundaries from 2D data
without creating 3D representations, using qualitative depths

• An image re-synthesis scheme that allows abstraction of tex-
tured regions while preserving geometric features

• A technique to detect depth edges in dynamic scenes



Figure 2: Traditional image enhancement by improving (Left)
brightness and (Right) contrast. Low contrast depth edges remain
difficult to perceive.

We introduce the concept of aself-contained stylized imaging de-
vice, a ‘non-photorealistic camera’, which can directly generate im-
ages highlighting contours of geometric shapes in a scene. It con-
tains a traditional camera and embedded flashes, and can be readily
and inexpensively built. We attempt to address two important is-
sues in NPR [Gooch and Gooch 2001] [Strothotte and Schlechtweg
2002], detecting shape contours that should be enhanced and iden-
tifying features that should be suppressed. We propose a new ap-
proach to take image-stylization beyond the processing of a photo-
graph, to actively changing how the photographs are taken.

The output images or videos can be rendered in many ways,
e.g., technical illustration, line art or cartoon-like style. We high-
light depth discontinuities, suppress material and illumination tran-
sitions, and create renderings with large, smoothly colored regions
outlined with salient contours [Durand 2002]. We describe several
applications: imaging complex mechanical parts, improving im-
ages for endoscopes, anatomical drawings and highlighting changes
in a scene. Our approach shares thedisadvantages of NPR: rele-
vant details may be lost as an image is simplified, so tunable ab-
straction is needed (Section 3.3), and the usefulness of the output is
often difficult to quantify.

1.2 Related Work

NPR from images, rather than 3D geometric models has recently
received a great deal of attention. The majority of the available
techniques for image stylization involveprocessing a single image
as the input applying morphological operations, image segmenta-
tion, edge detection and color assignment. Some of them aim for
stylized depiction [DeCarlo and Santella 2002] [Hertzmann 1998]
while others enhance legibility. Interactive techniques for stylized
rendering such as rotoscoping have been used as well [Waking Life
2001; Avenue Amy 2002], but we aim to automate tasks where
meticulous manual operation was previously required. Our work
belongs to an emerging class of techniques to create an enhanced
image from multiple images, where the images are captured from
the same viewpoint but under different conditions, such as under
different illumination, focus or exposure [Cohen et al. 2003; Akers
et al. 2003; Raskar et al. 2004].

Aerial imagery techniques findshadow evidence by threshold-
ing a single intensity image, assuming flat ground and uniform
albedo to infer building heights [Huertas and Nevatia 1988; Irvin
and McKeown 1989; Lin and Nevatia 1998]. Some techniques im-
prove shadow capture with novel shadow extraction techniques to
compute new shadow mattes [Chuang et al. 2003] or remove them
to improve scene segmentation [Toyama et al. 1999]. Some other
techniques remove shadows without explicitly detecting them, such
as using intrinsic images [Weiss 2001].

Stereo techniques including passive and active illumination are
generally designed to compute depth values or surface orientation

rather than to detect depth edges. Depth discontinuities present dif-
ficulties for traditional stereo: it fails due tohalf-occlusions, i.e.,
occlusion of scene points in only one of the two views, which con-
fuse the matching process [Geiger et al. 1992]. Few techniques
try to model the discontinuities and occlusions directly [Birchfield
1999; Kang et al. 2001; Scharstein and Szeliski 2002]. Active il-
lumination methods, which generally give better results, have been
used for depth extraction, shape from shading, shape-time stereo
and photometric stereo but are unfortunately unstable around depth
discontinuities [Sato et al. 2001]. An interesting technique has
been presented to perform logical operations on detected inten-
sity edges, captured under widely varying illumination, to preserve
shape boundaries [Shirai and Tsuji 1972] but it is limited to uniform
albedo scenes. Using photometric stereo, it is possible to analyze
the intensity statistics to detect high curvature regions atoccluding
contours or folds [Huggins et al. 2001]. But the techniques assume
that the surface is locally smooth which fails for a flat foreground
object like a leaf or piece of paper, or view-independent edges such
as corner of a cube. They detect regions near occluding contours
but not the contours themselves.

Techniques forshape from shadow (or darkness) build a contin-
uous representation (shadowgram) from a moving light source from
which continuous depth estimates are possible [Raviv et al. 1989;
Langer et al. 1995; Daum and Dudek 1998]. However, it involves
a difficult problem of estimating continuous heights and requires
accurate detection of start and end of shadows. Good reviews of
shadow-based shape analysis methods are available in [Yang 1996]
[Kriegman and Belhumeur 2001] [Savarese et al. 2001].

A common limitation of existing active illuminations methods is
that the light sources need to surround the object, in order to create
significant shading and shadow variation from (estimated or known
3D) light positions. This necessitates afixed lighting rig, which
limits the application of these techniques to industrial settings, and
they are impossible to build into a self-contained camera.

We believe our proposed method for extracting depth edges is
complementary with many existing methods for computing depth
and 3D surface shape, as depth edges often violate smoothness as-
sumptions inherent in many techniques. If the locations of depth
discontinuities can be reliably detected and supplied as input, we
believe that the performance of many 3D surface reconstruction al-
gorithms can be significantly enhanced.

To find depth edges, we avoid the dependence on solving a corre-
spondence problem or analyzing pixel intensity statistics with mov-
ing lights, and we do not attempt to estimate any continuous value.
In our search, we have not seen a photometric or other type of stereo
method successfully applied to complex scenes where the normals
change rapidly– such as a potted plant, or a scene with high depth
complexity or low intensity changes, such as a car engine or bone.

1.3 Outline

Our method for creating a stylized image of a static scene consists
of the following.
� Capture a series of images of the scene under shifted light
positions
� Process these images to automatically detect depth edges
� Identify the subset of intensity edges that are illumination and
texture edges
� Compute qualitative depth relationships
� Enhance or simplify detected features for rendering
� Insert processed scene appearance for stylization

We use the termdepth edges to refer to the C0 discontinuities
in a depth map. Depth edges correspond to internal or external oc-
cluding contours (or silhouettes) or boundaries of physical objects.
The depth edges recovered aresigned: in the local neighborhood,
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Figure 3: Imaging geometry. Shadows of the gray object are cast
along the epipolar ray. We ensure that depth edges of all orienta-
tions create shadow in at least one image while the same shadowed
points are lit in some other image.

the side with lower depth value,foreground, is considered positive
while the opposite side isbackground and negative.Texture edges
are reflectance changes or material discontinuities. Texture edges
typically delineate textured regions.

In Section 2, we describe our approach to capturing important
features using a multi-flash setup. In Section 3, we discuss meth-
ods to use the information to render the images in novel styles. In
Section 4, we address the problem of extending the technique to
dynamic scenes. We describe our results in Section 5 and conclude
with discussion of limitations and future directions.

2 Capturing Edge Features

The image capturing process consists of taking successive pictures
of a scene with a point light sourceclose to the camera’s center
of projection (COP). Due to a smallbaseline distance between the
camera COP and the light source, a narrow sliver of shadow appears
abutting each edge in the image with depth discontinuities; its width
depends on the distance from the object edge to the background sur-
face. By combining information about abutting cast shadow from
two or more images with distinct light source positions, we can find
the depth edges.

2.1 Depth Edges

The method for detecting depth edges is the foundation for our ap-
proach. The idea is very simple, in retrospect. It allows us to clas-
sify other edges by a process of elimination.

Our method is based on two observations regarding epipolar
shadow geometry, as shown in Figure 3. The image of the point
light source atPk is at pixelek in the camera image, and is called
thelight epipole. The images of the pencil rays originating atPk are
theepipolar rays originating atek. (WhenPk is behind the camera
center, away from the image plane, the epipolar rays wrap around
at infinity.) First, note that, a shadow of a depth edge pixel is con-
strained to lie along the epipolar ray passing through that pixel.
Second, the shadow is observed if and only if the background pixel
is on the side of the depth edge opposite the epipolealong the epipo-
lar ray. Hence, in general, if two light epipoles lie on opposite sides
of an edge, a cast shadow will be observed at the depth edge in one
image but not the other.

We detect shadows in an image by taking a ratio of the image
with the maximum composite of all the images. The ratio image ac-
centuates shadows, which abut the depth edges, and de-emphasizes
texture edges. During epipolar traversal in the ratio image, the entry
point of a shadowed region indicates a depth edge. The basic algo-
rithm is as follows: Givenn light sources positioned atP1,P2...Pn,

• Capture ambient imageI0
• Capturen picturesI+k , k = 1..n with a light source atPk

• ComputeIk = I+k − I0
• For all pixelsx, Imax(x) = maxk(Ik(x)), k = 1..n
• For each imagek,

Figure 4: Detecting depth edges. (a) Photo (b) Ratio image (c) Plot
along an epipolar ray, the arrows indicate negative transitions (d)
Detected edges

� Create a ratio image,Rk, whereRk(x) = Ik(x)/Imax(x)
• For each imageRk

� Traverse each epipolar ray from epipoleek
� Find pixelsy with step edges with negative transition
� Mark the pixely as a depth edge

With a number of light sources (minimum 2, but typically 4 to 8
are used) placed strategically around the camera, depth edges of
all orientation with sufficient depth differences can be detected. In
each image, as long as the epipolar ray at a depth edge pixel is
not parallel to the image-space orientation of the depth edge, a step
edge with negative transition (from lit part to shadowed part) will
be detected. If the depth edge is oriented along the epipolar ray, the
step edge cannot be detected.

Let us look at the algorithm in detail. Note that, the imageIk has
ambient component removed, i.e.,Ik = I+k −I0, whereI0 is an image
taken with only ambient light and none of then light sources on.
The base image is the maximum composite image,Imax,, which is
an approximation of the image with light source at the camera COP,
and in general has no shadows from any of then light sources. The
approximation is close if then light sources are evenly distributed
around the camera COP, have the same magnitude and the baseline
is sufficiently smaller than the depth of the scene being imaged.

Consider the image of a 3D pointX , given in camera coordinate
system, imaged at pixelx. The intensity,Ik(x), if X is lit by the light
source atPk,, under lambertian assumption, is given by

Ik (x) = µkρ (x)
(
L̂k (x) ·N (x)

)

Otherwise,Ik(x) is zero. The scalarµk is the magnitude of the
light intensity andρ(x) is the reflectance atX . L̂k (x) is the normal-
ized light vectorLk (x) = Pk −X , andN(x) is the surface normal, all
in the camera coordinate system.

Thus, whenX is seen byPk, the ratio is as follows.

Rk (x) =
Ik (x)

Imax(x)
=

µk
(
L̂x (x) ·N (x)

)

maxi
(
µi
(
L̂i (x) ·N (x)

))

It is clear that, for diffuse objects with nonzero albedoρ(x),
Rk(x) is independent of the albedoρ(x) and only a function of the
local geometry. Further, if the light source-camera baseline|Pk| is
small compared to the distance to the point, i.e.,|X | � |Pk|, then
this ratio is approximatelyµk

/
maxi (µi), which is a constant for a

set of omni-directional light sources in the imaging setup.
The ratio values in(Rk = Ik/Imax) are close to 1.0 in areas lit

by light sourcek and close to zero in shadowed regions. (In gen-
eral, the values are not zero due to interreflections). The intensity
profile along the epipolar ray in the ratio image shows a sharp nega-
tive transition at the depth edge as we traverse from non-shadowed
foreground to shadowed background, and a sharp positive transi-
tion as we traverse from shadowed to non-shadowed region on the



Figure 5: A stylized imaging camera to capture images under four
different flash conditions and our prototype.

background (Figure 4). This reduces the depth edge detection prob-
lem to an intensity step edge detection problem. A 1D edge detec-
tor along the epipolar ray detects both positive and negative tran-
sitions, and we mark the negative transitions as depth edges. As
mentioned earlier, since we are detecting a transition and not a con-
tinuous value, noise and interreflections only affect the accuracy of
the position but not the detection of presence of the depth edge.

In summary, there are essentially three steps: (a) create a ratio
image where the values in shadowed regions are close to zero; (b)
carry out intensity edge detection on each ratio image along epipo-
lar rays marking negative step edges as depth edges (c) combine the
edge maps from alln images to obtain the final depth edge map.

Self-contained Prototype An ideal setup should satisfy the
constraint that each depth pixel be imaged in both conditions, the
negative side of the edge is shadowed at least in one image and not
shadowed in at least one other image. We propose using the follow-
ing configuration of light sources: four flashes at left, right, top and
bottom positions (Figure 5).

This setup makes the epipolar ray traversal efficient. If the light
source is in the plane parallel to the image plane that contains the
center of projection, the light epipole is at infinity and the corre-
sponding epipolar rays are parallel in the image plane. In addition,
we place the epipoles such that the epipolar rays are aligned with
the camera pixel grid. For the left-right pair, the ray traversal is
along horizontal scan lines and for the top-bottom pair, the traver-
sal is along vertical direction.

2.2 Material Edges

In addition to depth edges, we also need to consider illumination
and material edges in the image. Illumination edges are boundaries
between lit and shadowed regions due to ambient light source(s),
rather than the flashes attached to our camera. Since the individual
imagesIk, are free of ambient illumination, they are free of ambient
illumination edges. In general, since material edges are indepen-
dent of illumination direction, they can be easily classified by a
process of elimination. Material edges are intensity edges ofImax
minus the depth edges.

This edge classification scheme works well and involves a mini-
mal number of parameters for tuning. The only parameters we need
are those for intensity edge detection of ratio images andImax im-
age, to detect depth and material edges, respectively.

2.3 Issues

The technique we presented to detect depth edges is surprisingly
robust and reliable. We discuss the few conditions in which the ba-
sic algorithm fails: a false negative when a negative transition at a
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Figure 6: (a) Relationship between baseline and width of shadow
(b) Condition where shadow detaches

depth edge cannot be detected in the ratio imageRk or a false pos-
itive when other conditions create spurious transitions inRk. The
depth edges can bemissed due to detached shadows, lack of back-
ground, low albedo of background, holes and valleys, or if depth
edges lie in shadowed region. The low albedo of background makes
it difficult to detect increase in radiance due to a flash, but this prob-
lem can be reduced with a higher intensity flash. The problems due
to holes/valleys or shadowed depth edges, where the visible back-
ground is shadowed for a majority of the flashes, are rare and fur-
ther reduced when the flash baseline is small. Below, we only dis-
cuss the problem due to detached shadows and lack of background.
Some pixels may bemislabeled as depth edge pixels due to specu-
larities or near silhouettes of curved surfaces. We discuss both these
issues. We have studied these problems in detail and the solutions
will be provided in a technical report. Here we describe the main
ideas.

Curved surfaces The silhouettes on curved surfaces vary
smoothly with change in viewpoint and the ratioRk(x) is very low
near depth edges when the 3D contours corresponding to silhou-
ettes with respect to neighboring flash positions are sufficiently dif-
ferent. This is because the dot product

(
L̂k (x) ·N (x)

) ≈ 0 and the
dot product for light sources on the ‘opposite’ side will be larger(
L̂i (x) ·N (x)

)
>
(
L̂k (x) ·N (x)

)
. ThusRk(x) decreases rapidly even

though the pixel is not in a shadowed region. However, as seen in
examples shown here, this is not a major issue and simply results in
a lower slope at the negative transition inRk. Unlike the problems
below, it does not lead to a reversal of intensity gradient along the
epipolar ray.

Tradeoff in choosing the baseline A larger baseline distance
between the camera and the flash is better to cast a wider detectable
shadow in the image, but a smaller baseline is needed to avoid sep-
aration of shadow from the associated depth edge.

The width of the abutting shadow in the image isd =
f B(z2− z1)

/
(z1z2), where f is the focal length,B is baseline in

Figure 7: (Left) Minimum composite of image with flash FS and
FL. (Right) Plot of intensity along a scanline due to FS, FL and
min(IS, IL).



Figure 8: Specularities and lack of background. First column:Imax and corresponding result showing artifacts. Second column: For the
yellow line marked on dumbbell (x=101:135); Top plot,Ile f t (red) withImax (light blue). Bottom plot, ratioRle f t . Note the spurious negative
transition inRle f t , at the arrow, which gets falsely identified as a depth edge. Third column: Top plot, gradient ofIle f t (red), Iright (green),
Itop (blue) and Median of these gradients (black). Bottom plot, reconstructed intrinsic image (black) compared withImax (light blue). Fourth
column: Top, intrinsic image. Bottom, resulting depth edge map. Fifth column: Top, Scene without a background to cast shadow. Bottom,
Edges ofI0/Imax, in white plus detected depth edges in red.

mm, andz1, z2 are depths, in mm, to the shadowing and shadowed
edge. (See Figure 6)

Shadow detachment occurs when the width,T , of the object is
smaller than(z2− z1)B

/
z2. So a smaller baseline, B, will allow

narrower objects (smaller T) without shadow separation. Fortu-
nately, with rapid miniaturization and sophistication of digital cam-
eras, we can choose small baseline while increasing the pixel reso-
lution (proportional tof ), so that the productfB remains constant,
allowing depth detection of narrow objects.

When camera resolutions are limited, we can exploit ahierar-
chical baseline method to overcome this tradeoff. We can detect
small depth discontinuities (with larger baselines) without creat-
ing shadow separation at narrow objects (using narrow baselines).
In practice, we found two different baselines were sufficient. We,
however, now have to deal with spurious edges due to shadow sep-
aration in the image with larger baseline flash FL. The image with
smaller baseline flash, FS, may miss small depth discontinuities.
How can we combine the information in those two images? There
are essentially four cases we need to consider at depth edges (Fig-
ure 7) (a) FS creates a undetectable narrow shadow, FL creates a de-
tectable shadow (b) FS creates a detectable small width shadow and
FL creates a larger width shadow. (c) FS creates detectable shadow
but FL creates a detached shadow that overlaps with FS shadow and
(iv) same as (d) but the shadows of FS and FL do not overlap.

Our strategy is based on simply taking the minimum composite
of the two images. In the first three cases, this conveniently in-
creases the effective width of the abutting shadow without creating
any artifacts, and hence can be treated using the basic algorithm
without modifications. For the fourth case, a non-shadow region
separates the two shadows in the min composite, so that the shadow
in FL appears spurious.

Our solution is as follows. We compute the depth edges using FS
and FL (Figure 7). We then traverse the epipolar ray. If the depth
edge appears in FS (at D1) but not in FL we traverse the epipolar ray
in FL until the next detected depth edge. If this depth edge in FL,
there is no corresponding depth edge in FS, we mark this edge as a
spurious edge.

The solution using min-composite, however, will fail to detect
minute depth discontinuities where even FL does not create a de-
tectable shadow. It will also fail for very thin objects where even FS
creates a detached shadow.

Specularities Specular highlights that appear at a pixel in one
image but not others can create spurious transitions in the ratio im-

ages as seen in Figure 8. Although methods exist to detect specu-
larities in a single image [Tan et al. 2003], detecting them reliably
in textured regions is difficult.

Our method is based on the observation that specular spots shift
according to the shifting of light sources that created them. We need
to consider three cases of how specular spots in different light posi-
tions appear in each image: (i) shiny spots remain distinct (e.g., on
highly specular surface with a medium curvature) (ii) some spots
overlap and (iii) spots overlap completely (e.g., on a somewhat
specular, fronto-parallel planar surface). Case (iii) does not cause
spurious gradients in ratio images.

We note that although specularities overlap in the input images,
the boundaries (intensity edges) around specularities in general do
not overlap. The main idea is to exploit the gradient variation in the
n images at a given pixel (x,y). If (x,y) is in specular region, in cases
(i) and (ii), the gradient due to specularity boundary will be high in
only one or a minority of then images under different lighting. The
median of then gradients at that pixel will remove this outlier(s).
Our method is motivated by the intrinsic image approach by [Weiss
2001], where the author removes shadows in outdoor scenes by not-
ing that shadow boundaries are not static. We reconstruct the image
by using median of gradients of input images as follows.

• Compute intensity gradient,Gk(x,y) = ∇ Ik (x,y)
• Find median of gradients,G(x,y) = mediank(Gk(x,y))
• Reconstruct imageI′ which minimizes|∇ I′ −G|

Image reconstruction from gradients fields, an approximate invert-
ibility problem, is still a very active research area. InR2, a modified
gradient vector fieldG may not be integrable. We use one of the di-
rect methods recently proposed [Elder 1999] [Fattal et al. 2002].
The least square estimate of the original intensity function,I′, so
thatG ≈ ∇ I’, can be obtained by solving the Poisson differential
equation∇ 2I’ = div G, involving a Laplace and a divergence opera-
tor. We use the standard full multigrid method [Press et al. 1992] to
solve the Laplace equation. We pad the images to square images of
size the nearest power of two before applying the integration, and
then crop the result image back to the original size [Raskar et al.
2004]. We use a similar gradient domain technique to simplify sev-
eral rendering tasks as described later.

The resultant intrinsic image intensity,I′(x,y) is used as the de-
nominator for computing the ratio image, instead of the max com-
posite,Imax(x,y). In specular regions, the ratioIk (x,y)

/
I′ (x,y) now

is larger than 1.0. This is clamped to 1.0 so that the negative transi-
tions in the ratio image do not lie in specular parts.



Figure 9: (a) A edge rendering with over-under style. (b) Rendering edges with width influenced by orientation. (c) and (d) Normal
Interpolation for toon rendering exploiting over-under mattes.

Lack of Background Thus far we assumed that depth edges
casting shadows on a background are within a finite distance. What
if the background is significantly far away or not present? This turns
out to be a simple situation to solve because in these cases only the
outermost depth edge, the edge shared by foreground and distant
background, is missed in our method. This can be easily detected
with a foreground-background estimation technique. InImax image
the foreground pixels are lit by at least one of the flashes but in the
ambient image,I0, neither the foreground nor the background is lit
by any flash. Hence, the ratio ofI0/Imax, is near 1 in background
and close to zero in interior of the foreground. Figure 8 shows
intensity edges of this ratio image combined with internal depth
edges.

3 Image Synthesis

Contour-based comprehensible depiction is well explored for 3D
input models [DeCarlo et al. 2003] but not for photographs. In the
absence of a full 3D representation of the scene, we exploit the
following 2D cues to develop novel rendering algorithms.

(a) The sign of the depth edge,
(b) Relative depth difference based on shadow width,
(c) Color near the signed edges, and
(d) Normal of a smooth surface at the occluding contour

We aim to automate tasks for stylized rendering where meticulous
manual operation was originally required, such as image editing or
rotoscoping [Waking Life 2001] .

3.1 Rendering Edges

We create a vectorized polyline representation of the depth edges
by linking the depth edge pixels into a contour. The polyline is
smoothed and allows us to stylize the width and color of the con-
tour maintaining spatial coherency. While traversing the marked
depth edge pixels to create a contour, at T-junctions, unlike tradi-
tional methods that choose the next edge pixel based on orientation
similarity, we use the information from the shadows to resolve the
connected component. Two edge pixel are connected only if they
are connected in the intensity edges of all then ratio images.

Signed edges At the negative transition along the epipolar ray
in the ratio image,Rk,the side of edge with higher intensity is the
foreground and lower intensity (corresponding to shadowed region)
is background. This qualitative depth relationship can be used to
clearly indicate foreground-background separation at each edge.
We emulate the over-under style used by artists in mattes. The
foreground side is white while the background side is black. Both
are rendered by displacing depth contour along the normal (Figure
9(a)).

Light direction We use a commonly known method to convey
light direction by modifying the width of edges depending on the

edge orientation. Since the edge orientation in 3D is approximately
the same as the orientation of its projection in image plane, the
thickness is simply proportional to the dot product of the image
space normal with a desired light direction (Figure 9(b)).

Color variation We can indicate color of original object by ren-
dering the edges in color. From signed edges, we pick up a fore-
ground color along the normal at a fixed pixel distance, without
crossing another depth or intensity edge. The foreground colored
edges can also be superimposed onto a segmented source image as
seen in Figure 10(c).

3.2 Color Assignment

Since there is no 3D model of the scene, rendering non-edge pixels
requires different ways of processing captured 2D images.

Normal interpolation For smooth objects, the depth edge cor-
responds to the occluding contour where the surface normal is per-
pendicular to the viewing direction. Hence the normals at depth
edges lie in the plane of the image and we can predict normals at
other pixels. We solve this sparse interpolation problem by solving
a 2D Poisson differential equation. Our method is inspired by the
Lumo [Johnston 2002] where the over-under mattes are manually
created. In our case, signed depth edges allow normal interpolation
while maintaining normal discontinuity at depth edges.

Image attenuation We accentuate the contrast at shape bound-
aries using an image attenuation maps (Figure 10(a)) as follows.
Depth edges are in white on a black background. We convolve with
a filter that is the gradient of an edge enhancement filter. Our filter
is a Guassian minus an impulse function. When we perform a 2D
integration on the convolved image, we get a sharp transition at the
depth edge.

Depicting Change Some static illustrations demonstrate action
e.g., changing oil in a car, by making moving parts in the fore-
ground brighter. Foreground detection via intensity-based schemes,
however, is difficult when the colors are similar and texture is lack-
ing, e.g., detecting hand gesture in front of other skin colored parts
(Figure 11). We take two separate sets of multi-flash shots, with-
out and with the hand in front of the face to capture the reference
and changed scene. We note that any change in a scene is bounded
by new depth edges introduced. Without explicitly detecting fore-
ground, we highlight interiors of regions that contribute to new
depth edges.

We create a gradient field where pixels marked as depth edges
in changed scene but not in reference, are assigned a unit magni-
tude gradient. The orientation matches the image space normal to
the depth edge. The gradient at other pixels is zero. The recon-
structed image from 2D integration is a pseudo-depth map – least
squared error solution via solving Poisson equation. We threshold
this map at 1.0 to get the foreground mask which is brightened.
Note, the shadow width along the epipolar ray is proportional to
the ratio of depth values on two sides of the edge. Hence instead
of a unit magnitude gradient, we could assign a value proportional



Figure 10: Color assignment. (a) Attenuation Map (b) Attenuated Image (c) Colored edges on de-emphasized texture

Figure 11: Change Detection. (Left column) Reference image,
changed image, and pseudo depth map of new depth edges (Right)
Modified depth edge confidence map.

to the logarithm of the shadow width along the epipolar ray to get
a higher quality pseudo-depth map. Unfortunately, we found that
the positive transition along the ray is not strong due to the use of a
non-point light source and interreflections. In principle, estimated
shadow widths could be used for say, tunable abstraction to elimi-
nate edges with small depth difference.

3.3 Abstraction

One way to reduce visual clutter in an image and emphasize object
shape is to simplify details not associated with the shape bound-
aries (depth edges) of the scene, such as textures and illumination
variations [Gooch and Gooch 2001]. Our goal is to create large
flat colored regions separated by strokes denoting important shape
boundaries. Traditional NPR approaches based on image segmen-
tation achieve this by assigning a fixed color to each segment [De-
Carlo and Santella 2002]. However, image segmentation may miss
a depth edge leading to merger of foreground and background near
this edge into a single colored object. Although image segmenta-
tion can be guided by the computed depth edges, the segmentation
scheme places hard constraint on closed contours and does not sup-
port smalls gaps in contours. We propose a method that is concep-
tually simple and easy to implement.

Our method reconstructs image from gradients without those at
texture pixels. No decision need to be made about what intensity
values to use to fill in holes, and no feathering and blurring need be
done, as is required with conventional pixel-based systems. We use

a mask image,γ, to attenuate the gradients away from depth edges.
The mask image is computed as follows.

γ(x,y) = a if (x,y) is a texture edge pixel
= a ·d(x,y) if (x,y) is a featureless pixel
= 1.0 if (x,y) is a depth edge pixel

The factord(x,y) is the ratio of the distance field of texture pixels
by the distance field of depth edge pixels. The distance field value
at a pixel is the Euclidean distance to the nearest (texture or depth)
edge pixel. As shown in Figure 12, the parametera controls the
degree of abstraction, and textures are suppressed fora = 0. The
procedure is as follows.

• Create a mask imageγ (x,y)
• Compute intensity gradient∇ I(x,y)
• Modify masked gradientsG(x,y) = ∇ I(x,y)γ(x,y)

• Reconstruct image I’ to minimize|∇ I′ −G|
• NormalizeI′(x,y) colors to closely matchI(x,y)

The image reconstruction follows the solution of a Poisson equation
via a multi-grid approach as in the specularity attenuation technique
in Section 2.

Figure 12: Tunable abstraction for texture de-emphasis. Depth edge
followed by abstraction witha = 1, a = 0.5 anda = 0.

4 Dynamic Scenes

Our method for capturing geometric features thus far requires tak-
ing multiple pictures of the same static scene. We examine the
lack of simultaneity of capture for scenes with moving objects
or a moving camera. Again, a large body of work exists for esti-
mating motion in image sequences, and a sensible approach is to
use the results from the static algorithm and apply motion compen-
sation techniques to correct the artifacts introduced. Finding op-
tical flow and motion boundaries, however, is a challenging prob-
lem especially in textureless regions [Papademetris and Belhumeur
1996; Birchfield 1999]. Fortunately, by exploiting properties of our
unique imaging setup, in most cases, movement of depth edges in
dynamic scenes can still be detected by observing the correspond-
ing movement in shadowed regions. As in the static case, we bypass



the hard problem of finding the rich per-pixel motion representation
and focus directly on finding the discontinuities i.e., depth edges in
motion. The setup is similar to the static case withn flashes around
the camera, but triggered in a rapid cyclic sequence, one flash per
frame. We find depth edges in a given frame and connect edges
found in adjacent frames into a complete depth edge map.

Figure 13: Depth edge detection for dynamic scenes. (Top) Three
frames from multi-flash sequence of a toy example showing a red
square with a green triangle texture moving from left to right. We
are interested in detecting the depth edge in framem. A single
scan line shown in blue is used for the plots. (Middle) The three
scan lines plots. The position of the correct depth edge position
is indicated with a vertical blue line. (Bottom) Plot of minimum
composite and ratio images computed using the static and dynamic
algorithms. The motion induced unwanted edges in the static ratio
image but not in the dynamic ratio image. The correct depth edge
can then be detected from the ratio image using the same traversal
procedure as before.

4.1 Depth Edges in Motion

To simplify the discussion, consider using just the left and right
flashes to find vertical depth edges. Images from three frames,
Im−1, Im andIm+1, from a toy example are shown in Figure 13. In
the sequence, a red square with a green triangle texture is shown
moving from left to right, and the three frames are captured under
left, right, and left flashes, as can be easily inferred from the cast
shadows.

In presence of scene motion, it is difficult to reliably find shadow
regions since the base image to compare with, e.g., the max com-
posite,Imax, exhibits misaligned features. A high speed camera can
reduce the amount of motion between frames but the lack of simul-
taneity cannot be assumed.

We make two simplifying assumptions (a) motion in image space
is monotonic during the image capture from the start of frame m-1
to the end of frame m+1 and (b) the motion is also small enough
that the depth and texture edges in the frames do not cross, i.e., the
motion is restricted to the spacing between adjacent edges on the
scan line.

Due to the left-right switch in illumination, a shadow near
a depth edge disappears in alternate frame images,Im−1 and
Im+1, while a moving texture edge appears in all three frames.
Monotonicity of motion without crossing over edges means

min(Im−1, Im+1) or max(Im−1, Im+1) will both have a flat re-
gion around the depth edge in framem. Similarly, images
min(Im−1, Im, Im+1) and max(Im−1, Im, Im+1) both are bound to
have a flat region around texture edge in framem. Since the cast
shadow region at the depth edge in framem is darker than the fore-
ground and background objects in the scene, the shadow is pre-
served in min(Im−1, Im, Im+1) but not in max(Im−1, Im, Im+1). This
leads to the following algorithm:

• Compute shadow preservingIt = min(Im−1, Im, Im+1)
• Compute shadow freeId = min(Im−1, Im+1)
• Compute ratio image,Rm, whereRm = It/Id
• Traverse along epipolar ray fromem and mark negative tran-

sition

This ratio image is free of unwanted transitions and the same epipo-
lar ray traversal method can be applied to localize the depth edges.

Figure 13 shows the algorithm in action. We tested the algorithm
with synthetic sequences to investigate the set of conditions under
which the algorithm is able to correctly localize the depth edges
and also experimented with this algorithm in real dynamic scenes.
An example frame from a dynamic sequence is shown in Figure 14.
A full stylized example with human subjects can be seen in the ac-
companying video. While we are very encouraged by the simplicity
of the algorithm as well as the results we were able to achieve with
it, the simplifying assumptions made about the monotonicity and
magnitude of motion are still fairly restrictive. For thin objects or
objects with high frequency texture, large motions between succes-
sive frames creates spurious edges. We plan to continue our in-
vestigation in this area and designing algorithms that require fewer
assumptions and work under a wider range of conditions.

 

 

Figure 14: (Left) A frame from a video sequence, shadows due to
left flash. (Right) Detected depth edges merged from neighboring
frames.

4.2 Edges and Colors

The depth edges in a given frame,m, are incomplete since they
span only limited orientations. In a dynamic scene a union of depth
edges from alln successive frames may not line up creating discon-
tinuous contours. We match signed depth edges corresponding to
the same flash i.e.,m andm + n and interpolate the displacement
for intermediate frames. To assign colors, we take the maximum of
three successive frames. Our video results can also be considered as
tools for digital artists who traditionally use rotoscoping for finding
shape boundaries in each frame.

5 Implementation

Our basic prototype makes use of a 4 MegaPixel Canon Power-
shot G3 digital camera. The dynamic response in the images is lin-
earized. The four booster (slaved Quantarray MS-1) 4ms duration
flashes are triggered by optically coupled LEDs turned on sequen-
tially by a PIC microcontroller, which in turn is interrupted by the



hot-shoe of the camera. Our video camera is a PointGrey Dragon-
Fly camera at 1024x768 pixel resolution, 15 fps which drives the
attached 5W LumiLeds LED flashes in sequence. We used aLu-
mina Wolf endoscope with 480x480 resolution camera.

It takes 2 seconds to capture each image. Our basic algorithm
to detect depth edges executes in 5 seconds in C++ on a Pentium4
3GHz PC. The rendering step for 2D Poisson takes about 3 minutes.

6 Results

We show a variety of examples of real scenes, from millimeter scale
objects to room sized environments.

Figure 15: Room sized scene: Right flash image and depth edge
map.

Objects and room sized scenes We examine imaging a me-
chanical (car engine, Figure 1(b)), organic (plant, Figure 1(d)) and
anatomical (bone, Figure 9) object. For organic objects, such as
flower plant, the geometric shape is complex with specular high-
lights, probably challenging for many shape-from-x algorithms.
Note the individual stems and leafs that are clear in the new syn-
thesis. The whitebone with complex geometry, is enhanced with
different shape contour styles. In all these scenes, intensity edge
detection and color segmentation produce poor results because the
objects are almost uniformly colored. The method can be easily
used with room-sized scenes (Figure 15).

Figure 16: (Left) Enhanced endoscope, with only left lights turned
on; input image and depth edge superimposed image. (Right)
Skeleton and depth edge superimposed image.

Milli-scale Scene Medical visualization can also benefit from
multi-flash imaging. We manipulated the two light sources avail-
able near the tip of an endoscopic camera. The baseline is 1mm for
5mm wide endoscope (Figure 16.left). From our discussions with
medical doctors and researchers who with such images, extension
to video appears to be a promising aid in examination [Tan et al.
2004]. A similar technique can also be used in boroscopes that are
used to check for gaps and cracks inside inaccessible mechanical
parts - engines or pipes.

Comparison with other strategies We compared our edge ren-
dering technique for comprehension with intensity edge detection
using Canny operator, and segmentation. We also compared with
active illumination stereo 3D scanning methods, using a state of
the art 3Q scanner. Edges captured viaintensity edge detection
are sometimes superimposed on scenes to improve comprehension.
While this works in high contrast imagery, sharp changes in image

Figure 17: (Left) Intensity edge detection (Canny) for engine of
Figure 1(a). (Right Top) Depth map from 3Q scanner, notice the
jagged depth edges on the neck. (Right Bottom) Depth edge confi-
dence map using our technique.

values do not necessarily imply object boundaries, and vice versa
[Forsyth and Ponce 2002]. The Canny edge detection or segmenta-
tion based NPR approaches unfortunately also fail in low-contrast
areas e.g., in the plant, bone or engine (Figure 17.left) example.
The 3D scanner output is extremely high quality in the interior of
objects as well as near the depth edges. But due to partial occlu-
sions, the depth edges are noisy (Figure 17).

7 Discussion

Feature capture For comprehensible imagery,other shape
cues such as high curvature regions (ridges, valleys and creases)
and self-shadowing boundaries from external point light sources
are also useful, and are not captured in our system. Our method is
highly dependent on being able to detect the scene radiance con-
tributed by the flash, so bright outdoors or distant scenes are a
problem. Given the dependence on shadows of opaque objects,
our method cannot handle transparent, translucent, luminous, and
mirror like objects.

Many hardware improvements are possible. Note that the
depth edge extraction scheme could be used for spectrums other
than visible light that create ‘shadows’, e.g., in infrared, sonar, X-
rays and radars imaging. Specifically, we envision the video-rate
camera to be fitted with infrared light sources invisible to humans
so the resulting flashes are not distracting. In fact, one can use a fre-
quency division multiplexing scheme to create asingle shot multi-
flash photography. The flashes simultaneously emit four different
colors (wavelength) and the Bayer mosaic like pattern of filters on
the camera imager decodes the four separate wavelengths.

Applications of depth edges Detecting depth discontinuity
is fundamental to image understanding and can be used in many
applications [Birchfield 1999]. Although current methods rely pri-
marily on outermost silhouettes of objects, we believe a complete
depth edge map can benefit problems in visual hull, segmentation,
layer resolving and aspect graphs. Aerial imaging techniques [Lin
and Nevatia 1998] can improve building detection by looking at
multiple time-lapsed images of cast shadows from known sun di-
rections before and after local noon. In addition, effects such as
depth of field effect during post-processing, synthetic aperture us-
ing camera array and screen matting for virtual sets (with arbitrary
background) require high qualitysigned depth edges.

Edge-based or area-based stereo correspondence can be im-
proved by matching signed depth edges, constraining dynamic pro-



gramming to segments within depth edges and modifying correla-
tion filters to deal with partial occlusions [Scharstein and Szeliski
2002]. Edge classification can provide confidence map to assist
color and texture segmentation in low-contrast images. Shape con-
tours can also improve object or gesture recognition [Feris et al.
2004].

8 Conclusion

We have presented a simple yet effective method to convey shape
boundaries by rendering new images and videos of real world
scenes. We exploit the epipolar relationship between light sources
and cast shadows to extract geometric features from multiple im-
ages of a scene. By making use of image space discontinuity rather
than relying on 3D scene reconstruction, our method can robustly
capture the underlying primitives for rendering in different styles.

We have presented basic prototypes, related feature capturing
and rendering algorithms, and demonstrated applications in tech-
nical illustration and video processing. Finally, since a depth edge
is such a basic primitive, we have suggested ways in which this
information can be used in applications beyond NPR.

Minor modification to camera hardware enables this method to
be implemented in a self-contained device no larger than existing
digital cameras. We have proposed one possible approach to lever-
aging the increasing sophistication of digital cameras to easily pro-
duce useful and interesting stylized images.
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